Abstraa-This paper coatinaes earlier work on tbe reduction of the qaench pressure in a double-jacketed cable-in-cmduit eondoctor achieved by perforating the inner jacket. Tbe present study ~R C S the effect of the perforations on the stability margin and 011 the onset of thermal hydraulic qaeachbaek.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an earlier paper [l], I In [lj and [2) , the emphasis was on flow conditions seconds after the conductor went normal, that being the order of the elapsed time at which the pressure peaks. In this late stage of flow, the pressure gradient is mainly expended against Ection and not in accelerating the helium. Then the lefthand side of of (1 b), the inertial force, is much smaller than either of the two terms on the right. Neglect of the inertial force provides the basis for an approximate analytic treatment of quench pressure, propagation velocity, and thermal expulsion in quenching cable-inconduit conductors, all of which are late-stage phenomena [7J.
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1051-8223/95$04.00 0 1995 IEEE Stability, on the other hand. is decided in tens of miiliseconds, and for such a time and even shorter times, the inertial force cannot be neglected. But now the frictional Force can. So very early on. a quenching cable-inconduit conductor resembles a shock tube. This is the notion employed in 131, where the early flow induced by the Joule power of the normal conductor was calculated by the method of characteristics commonly used to describe flow in shock tubes. What we do here is to follow the approach of [3j to see what difference the sink term -4 on the right-hand si& of (la) makes to the induced flow.
HEATING-INDUCED FLOW
In [3] , (la) and (lb) were linearized and the frictional terms were dropped. These equations then become From this data we find that the Joule power density in the helium is 13.1 MW/m3, from which it immediately follows thatPQ/CPis211 kgm-3s-*.
To estimate the sink strength q, we need to assume a factor, CF, by which the peak pressure is to be reduced by the perforations. We choose CF = 0.6 and guess the Fanning where nowP is the Pressure rise.
friction factorf in the cable to be about 0.01. Using (6b) and (11) ( 5 ) is 0.990. i.e., the effective value of Q is o a h u t 1% pressure f i *~~) a t t h e piaon IV. E,UMPLE Table I . where A is a constant that depends on n and is given f8irly iaccurately by A = 0.473n + 0.208. For small enough times, when the action of the perforations can still be neglected, we expect that (7) gives the pressure rise at the piston correctly even when q is not zero.
When n = 1, (5a) and (5b) have a steady solutions in which pand vdependonlyon S: Ioaframeofreferencefixedwith respect to the walls of the tube. this solution represents a traveling wave. Now (5a) and ( 
The constant of integration has been set equal to zero in order to satistjr boumhry codtion (6c). Since v(0) = X , we find
We expea (7) to hold for short times and (10) to hold for longtimes. Thetimet, atwhichtheycrossisgivenby
For the sake of illustration we continu? an example given in [ 11 in which the perforations are used to reduce the maximum quench pressure by W ! . The iHustrative parameters are given in Table U . 
